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ABSTRACT

Space-basedmeasurements of the outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) are essential for the study of Earth’s

climate system. While the CERES instrument provides accurate measurements of this quantity, its mea-

surements are not spectrally resolved. Here we present a high-resolution OLR product (sampled at

0.25 cm21), derived from measurements of the IASI satellite sounder. The applied methodology relies on

precalculated angular distribution models (ADMs). These are usually calculated for tens to hundreds of

different scene types (characterized by surface and atmosphere parameters). To guarantee accurate results in

the range 645–2300 cm21 covered by IASI, we constructed ADMs for over 140 000 scenes. These were se-

lected from one year of CAMS reanalysis data. A dissimilarity-based selection algorithm was applied to

choose scenes as different from each other as possible, thereby maximizing the performance on real data,

while keeping the number of scenes manageable. A comparison of the IASI OLR integrated over the 645–

2300 cm21 range was performed with the longwave broadband OLR products from CERES and the AIRS

instrument. The latter are systematically higher due to the contribution of the far infrared to the total IR

spectral range, but as expected exhibit generally high spatial correlations with the IASIOLR, except for some

areas in the tropical region. We also compared the IASI OLR against the spectrally resolved OLR derived

from AIRS. A good agreement was found above 1200 cm21 while AIRS OLR appeared to be systematically

higher in the atmospheric window region, likely related to differences in overpass time or to the use of a

different cloud detection algorithm.

1. Introduction

The top-of-the-atmosphere (TOA) thermal flux,

also referred to as Earth’s outgoing longwave radia-

tion (OLR) (Wm22), represents the total radiation

emitted by the Earth–atmosphere system into space.

As part of Earth’s radiation budget, it reflects how

the Earth–atmosphere system balances the incoming

solar radiation at the top of the atmosphere and cor-

responds to about 2/3 of the total outgoing radiation,

with the remaining 1/3 being reflected solar radiation

(Trenberth et al. 2009). An accurate determination

of the OLR is essential to improve our ability to model

Earth’s climate system and to monitor climate feedbacks

and processes (Brindley et al. 2015). Since the OLR

is affected by clouds, aerosols, water vapor (H2O),

and other greenhouse gases, this requires a good

understanding of their impact on Earth’s climate.

Despite the numerous studies achieved in the last

decades (e.g., Soden et al. 2005; Anderson et al.

2010; Y. Huang et al. 2010; Feldman et al. 2011),

uncertainties up to a few percent remain, especially

for net TOA integrated fluxes (e.g., Loeb et al. 2009;

Trenberth et al. 2009; Stephens et al. 2012; Wild

et al. 2014).

In principle, infrared sounding satellites are ideal for

measuring the spectrally resolvedOLRFn(x, y, t) [Wm22

(cm21)21] at different locations (x, y) and times (t) on

Earth as they observe theEarth–atmosphere system from

above. Satellites however measure the radiance intensi-

ties Ln(x, y, t, u, f) [Wm22 sr21 (cm21)21] at a specific

solid angle dV 5 sin(u)dudf that need to be integrated
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over all the zenith (u) and azimuth directions (f) for the

conversion to the OLR:

F
n
(x, y, t)5

ðp/2
u50

ð2p
f50

L
n
(x, y, t, u,f) cos(u) sin(u) dudf.

(1)

For an isotropic radiance field, the conversion to the

OLR simplifies to Fn(x, y, t)5 pLn(x, y, t, u, f), but this

is an idealized case that is never exactly met in reality.

As satellite instruments generally acquire the radiance

at a limited number of (or single) viewing angle direc-

tions for a given scene (x, y, t) the integral cannot be

evaluated exactly. This problem is usually overcome by

using empirical angular distribution models (ADMs),

which allow characterizing the angular dependence of

Earth’s radiation field for different scene types (denoted s)

with distinct surface and atmospheric anisotropic char-

acteristics. Each of these ADMs consists of a set of an-

isotropic factors [Rs,n(u, f)] defined as the ratio of the

equivalent Lambertian flux to the actual flux (Smith

et al. 1986; Suttles et al. 1988) that directly link the di-

rectional radiance observations to the OLR [for sim-

plicity, the dependencies on x, y, and t for Ln(u, f) and

Fn are omitted hereafter]:

F
n
5

pL
n
(u,f)

R
s,n
(u,f)

. (2)

The ADMs can be derived directly from the radiance

measurements relying on the so-called sorting into an-

gular binsmethod (Suttles et al. 1989) or calculated from

synthetic spectra constructed for different angles of view

using radiative transfer models (e.g., Huang et al. 2008).

The very first OLR measurements were collected by

the Explorer VII satellite launched in 1959 (Suomi

1960), which operated for a period of 7 months. It was

not until themid-1970s that global coverage andmultiyear

time scale OLR retrieval and monitoring started with the

launch of the broadband Earth Radiation Budget (ERB)

instruments on board the Nimbus-6 and Nimbus-7 satel-

lites in 1975 and 1978, respectively (Jacobowitz et al. 1979,

1984; Taylor and Stowe 1984). Since then, OLR has been

monitored globally by a number of instruments, and

currently a continuous time series overmore than 40 years

is available. An overview of the principal satellite missions

dedicated to the measurement of OLR is given in Table 1.

In particular, these include the Earth Radiation Budget

Experiment (ERBE) instruments on the ERBS,NOAA-9

and -10 satellites (between 1984 and 1992) (Barkstrom and

Smith 1986), followed by the Scanner for Radiation

Budget (ScaRaB) on board the Meteor 3/7, Resurs O1–4,

and Megha-Tropiques satellites and the series of Clouds

and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES), which

have flown on EOS Terra and Aqua since 2000 and 2002

(Wielicki et al. 1996), respectively, on the Suomi NPOESS

Preparatory Project (S-NPP) since 2011 (Thomas et al.

2012) andmost recently onNOAA-20 since 2017. For each

of these instruments, a set of empirical ADMs has been

derived for different scene types. For ERB, scene types

were limited to 8 (land, water, snow, ice; low, middle, and

high water and high ice clouds) (Taylor and Stowe 1984)

while the set was extended to 12 for the ERBE and the

ScaRaB instruments, based on latitude zones, seasons,

surface types, and cloud fractions (Smith et al. 1986;

Kandel et al. 1998). For CERES, the radiance-to-flux

conversion was improved by increasing the number of

ADMs to several hundreds. This was done by taking ad-

vantage of the spectral information from coincident mea-

surements of the high spatial resolution spectral imagers

MODIS and SSM/I, allowing the retrieval of parameters

with a strong influence on the anisotropy (e.g., the cloud

infrared emissivity) (Loeb et al. 2003, 2005). In addition to

these instruments, anothermajor contribution to theOLR

data records that is worth mentioning comes from the

High Resolution Infrared Radiation Sounders (HIRS),

which flies on board the NOAA TIROS-N and MetOp

suite of satellites and provides continuous measurements

of Earth’s radiance since 1979 (Ellingson et al. 1989; Lee

and Ellingson 2013).

Taking advantage of multidecadal records of these

dedicated broadband instruments, derived OLR has

been widely used in climate studies as a proxy for con-

vection and rainfall activity (e.g., Kidson et al. 2002;

Jones et al. 2004; Barlow et al. 2005; Kiladis et al. 2005;

Chiodi and Harrison 2010; Loeb et al. 2012; Susskind

et al. 2012), in the study of Earth’s radiation budget (e.g.,

Clement and Soden 2005; Fasullo and Trenberth 2008),

in atmospheric model validation (Allan and Ringer 2003),

and for the study of climate feedback and processes (e.g.,

Ohring and Gruber 1983; Lau and Chan 1983a,b; Chu and

Wang 1997; Chung et al. 2010; Trenberth et al. 2010).

However, such broadband instruments only provide an

integrated OLR estimate over a broad spectral range

(typically in the range 50–2000cm21). They are therefore

not well suited for tracking separately the impact of

the different parameters affecting the OLR (including

greenhouse gases), making it difficult to track down de-

ficiencies in climate models (Huang et al. 2006, 2008). A

better constraint of the OLR can, in principle, be ob-

tained from spectrally resolved OLR (i.e., the integrand

of broadband OLR) derived from infrared hyperspectral

sounders. Currently, several hyperspectral sounders in

space acquire radiances in the thermal infrared spectral

range. Until now, their measurements have however not

been much exploited in the study of OLR. An important

work has been accomplished by Huang et al. and Chen
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et al. (see references just below) in a series of studies

focusing on the development of retrieval algorithms

for the conversion of the directional radiances measured

by the Atmospheric Infrared Sounder [AIRS (Aqua);

Aumann et al. 2003] to spectral fluxes at a spectral reso-

lution of 10cm21 for both clear and cloudy skies (Huang

et al. 2008; X. Huang et al. 2010; Chen et al. 2013; Huang

et al. 2014; Chen and Huang 2016) (see Table 1). The

strategy for the conversion of directional radiance to flux

was the same as for broadband instruments (i.e., based on

the determination of empirical ADMs). For clear-sky

conditions, scene types for the construction and use of

ADMs were characterized by the surface temperature

(Ts), the thermal contrast (DTa), and the precipitable

water (pw). These were taken from the CERES Single

Satellite Footprint (SSF) dataset and directly applicable

to collocated AIRS observation since both instruments

are on the same platform. For the wavenumbers not

covered by the instrument, spectral fluxes were derived

from a multiregression scheme based on the principal

component analysis. By comparing theAIRS-derivedOLR

with simulations of the AM2 general circulation model de-

veloped at the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory

(GFDL),Huanget al. (2008) highlighted a series of biases in

the model temperature, H2O, and carbon dioxide (CO2)

absorption bands, as well as in specific cloud regimes and

seasonal troposphere relative humidity. It appeared that

these biases could compensate each other so that these do

not show up in comparisons of broadband fluxes.

Several other studies have exploited AIRS radiance

measurements but for the derivation of broadband OLR.

In particular, Susskind et al. (2003) have computed OLR

and OLRCLR (clear sky) using a radiative transfer algo-

rithm by taking as input a series of atmospheric param-

eters generated from the AIRS Science Team retrieval

algorithm. Two other studies, Sun et al. (2010) and Zhang

et al. (2017), have developed a broadband OLR product

for AIRS and its successor, the Cross-Track Infrared

Sounder [CrIS (S-NPP); Han et al. 2013], respectively,

based on a statistical comparison of the measured radi-

ance with the CERES OLR taken as reference.

The Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer

(IASI; Clerbaux et al. 2009; Hilton et al. 2012) is a hy-

perspectral infrared sounder just like AIRS and CrIS,

but covers a larger part of the thermal infrared region

(645–2760 cm21), without any gaps, making it more

suitable to derive spectral OLR (Fig. 1). Its spectra are

postapodized at a uniform sampling of 0.25 cm21 and a

spectral resolution of 0.5 cm21. IASI covers Earth twice

daily, crossing the equator at ;9:30 a.m. and p.m. local

time (0930 and 2100 LT). Its track corresponds to 23 15

instantaneous field of view (FOV), each of them being

composed of 2 3 2 elliptical pixels. So far, IASI has

gathered 12 years of continuous measurements (with the

perspective of another 6 years at least with the recent

launch of MetOp-C in November 2018). To our knowl-

edge, no spectral OLR product has been developed for

IASI. Turner et al. (2015) have described a method to

derive high-resolution TOA spectral radiances at nadir

over the entire longwave spectrum of Earth based on

correlation between different channelsmeasured by IASI

and unobserved radiances. These were used in Turner

(2015) in combination with empirical ADMs to derive

broadband OLR, but no attempt was made to calculate

spectrally resolved fluxes. Two other studies, Brindley

et al. (2015) and Bantges et al. (2016), have studied inter-

annual variability of the raw IASI spectra to identify

changes in regions affected by feedback processes.

Here, we propose a dedicated retrieval algorithm for

deriving spectral OLR from the IASImeasurements at a

spectral sampling of 0.25 cm21. The focus is on clear-sky

scenes only. An upper bound of 2300 cm21 was chosen

to exclude spectral regions where the solar reflectance

affects the spectrum. Like most other OLR retrieval

algorithms, themethod relies on the use of precalculated

ADMs. However, to achieve a good accuracy at the

single-channel level, the ADMs were constructed for a

much larger number of scenes than ever before (over

140 000 in total), accounting for variations in surface and

atmospheric temperature and all six principal infrared

absorbers [H2O, methane (CH4), ozone (O3), carbon mon-

oxide (CO), nitrous oxide (N2O), and CO2]. These scenes

were selected from an even larger set of over three million

scenes of global data provided by Copernicus Atmosphere

Monitoring Service (CAMS) using a dissimilarity-based

subset selection algorithm (Snarey et al. 1997). Section 2

describes the selection procedure of representative

scene types and the construction of associated spec-

trally resolved ADMs. The retrieval of OLR itself is

presented in section 3. Section 4 and 5 show a first

comparison with CERES and AIRS integrated OLR

and with the AIRS spectrally resolved OLR product

fromHuang et al. and Chen et al. (Huang et al. 2008; X.

Huang et al. 2010; Chen et al. 2013; Huang et al. 2014;

Chen and Huang 2016). Conclusions and perspectives

are given in section 6. The main steps of the method are

summarized in Fig. 2.

2. Construction of spectrally resolved ADMs

This section describes how the ADMs were built

(Fig. 2, upper box). Since we are interested in spectrally

resolved fluxes, the anisotropic factors Rs,n(u) are not

only a function of the scene type (s) and zenith angle (u),

as is the case for broadband instruments, but also of the

frequency n. Because thermal radiance is independent
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of the relative azimuth angle on average, azimuthal (f)

symmetry is assumed here (Suttles et al. 1989; Clerbaux

et al. 2003). Equations (1) and (2) become

F
n
5 2p

ðp/2
u50

L
n
(u) cos(u) sin(u) du , (3)

F
n
5

pL
n
(u)

R
s,n
(u)

. (4)

a. Selection of a set of diverse scene types

To build a comprehensive and relevant set of ADMs

for spectral OLR, we need a collection of scene types as

TABLE 1. Key satellite missions for OLR observations and main related retrieval algorithms.

Instrument Platform Lifespan Studies Short algorithm description

Broadband OLR

WFOV

radiometer

Explorer VII 1959–60 Suomi (1960) First usable measurements of OLR collected.

HIRS NOAA TIROS-N,

MetOp

1976–present Ellingson et al. (1989),

Lee and

Ellingson (2013)

OLR estimated from a multispectral regression

model from the radiances of 4 of the HIRS

channels.

ERB Nimbus-6, -7 1975–94 Jacobowitz et al. (1979),

Taylor and

Stowe (1984)

ADMs built using the sorting-into-angular bins

(SAB) method for 8 surface types and dif-

ferent cloud fraction.

ERBE ERBS, NOAA-9, -10 1984–92 Barkstrom (1984),

Smith et al. (1986),

Suttles et al. (1989)

ADMs built using the SABmethod for 12 scene

classifications of different surface type and

cloud fraction. Scene type determined using

the maximum likelihood estimation

technique which compares the measured

radiances to a predefined set of radiances for

different geometries of view and

geographic zones.

ScaRaB Meteor-3/7,

Resurs O1–4,

Megha-Tropiques

1994–95,

1998–99,

2011–today

Kandel et al. (1998),

Duvel et al. (2001),

Sathiyamoorthy

et al. (2013)

Same 12-scene classification and ADM tables

as ERBE.

GERB

(broadband)1
SEVIRI

(narrowband)

MeteoSat-8, -9, -10, -11

(geostationary)

2002–today Bertrand et al. (2004),

Clerbaux et al. (2003)

Radiance-to-flux conversion from modeling of

the limb darkening based on the SEVIRI

thermal channels.

CERES PFM TRMM 1997–2000 Loeb et al. (2003) Same as for the other CERES instruments (see

below) but with less scene types identified

from VIRS data.

CERES Terra (FM1 and FM2),

Aqua (FM3andFM4),

NPP (FM5),

NOAA-20 (FM6)

1999–today,

2002–today,

2011–today,

2017–today

CERES Science Team,

Loeb et al. (2005),

Su et al. (2015),

Loeb et al. (2018)

Several hundreds of scene type dependent

ADMs built using the SAB bins method from

CERES measurements working in rotating

azimuth plane (RAP) mode. Scene type

described by surface type (6, from IGBP)

stratified into intervals of precipitable water

(pw), surface temperature (Ts), thermal

contrast (DTa), cloud fraction and cloud

infrared emissivity. Scene information are

derived from MODIS and SSM/I

measurements as well as from 4D

assimilation data (GMAO GEOS Data

Assimilation System).

AIRS Aqua 2002–today AIRS Science Team

(version 6), Susskind

et al. (2003, 2011,

2012, 2014)

OLR and OLRCLR (clear sky) computed as the

sum of the fluxes in 16 contiguous spectral

bands evaluated from Ts, emissivity «s,n, T(p),

q(p) (water vapor profile), O3(p), CO2(p),

CO(p), CH4(p), N2O(p), and cloud

parameters with the AIRS Science Team

Retrieval Algorithm.
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diverse as possible and representative of those en-

countered in the Earth–atmosphere system. The sur-

face and atmospheric parameters that affect the

anisotropy of the radiance field are multiple. In total,

nine parameters were retained for the scene types

description. These are the six main thermal infrared

absorbers of the atmosphere (H2O, CO2, O3, N2O,

CO, CH4), the surface temperature (Ts) and emissivity

(«s,n), and the atmospheric temperature (Ta) evaluated at 0,

5, 10, and 15km (Clerbaux et al. 2009; Susskind et al. 2012).

Thewayeachof themaffects theADMis further addressed.

For the selection of the collection of scene types, we

started from the data from the Copernicus Atmosphere

Monitoring Service (CAMS) reanalysis, the latest global

reanalysis dataset of atmospheric composition produced

by the European Center for Medium-Range Weather

FIG. 1. (top) The spectral range covered by the three hyperspectral sounders IASI (orange), CrIS (brown), and

AIRS (cyan) and by the two broadband instruments CERES (blue) and GERB (purple). For IASI, the spectral

range extends from 645 to 2760 cm21 but is limited to 2300 cm21 in this work for the derivation of the spectral OLR

(solid line). (bottom) An example is given of a thermal infrared spectrum with the region of absorption of the six

principal absorbers superimposed (H2O, CO2, O3, N2O, CO, CH4).

TABLE 1. (Continued)

Instrument Platform Lifespan Studies Short algorithm description

Spectrally resolved OLR

AIRS Aqua 2002–today Huang et al. (2008),

X. Huang et al.

(2010), Chen

et al. (2013),

Huang et al.

(2014), Chen and

Huang (2016)

Construction of scene type dependent ADMs

from synthetic spectra built with the

MODTRAN5 RT model using Ts, DTa, and

pw from ECMWF ERA-40 reanalysis. For

clear and cloud scenes. Scene information

taken from CERES SSF dataset and directly

applicable to AIRS observations. Fluxes at

spectral bands not covered by AIRS esti-

mated by multivariate linear regression

scheme. Spectral resolution of 10 cm21.

IASI MetOp-A,

MetOp-B,

MetOp-C

2006–today,

2012–today,

2018–today

Turner et al. (2015) Construction of high-resolution TOA spectral

radiance over the whole LW spectrum of

Earth based on correlation between different

channels measured by IASI and unobserved

wavenumbers. No OLR derived.

This work Spectrally resolved OLR for clear-sky obser-

vations at a spectral sampling of 0.25 cm21.

Spectral ADMs built from synthetic spectra

with theAtmosphit line-by-line RTmodel for

more than 23 000 3 6 distinct scene types

characterized by Ts, Ta, H2O, O3, CO, and

CH4 from the CAMS reanalysis; in addition

to climatological «s,n and CO2 and N2O.
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Forecasts (ECMWF) (Inness et al. 2019). The CAMS

reanalysis consists of three-dimensional time-consistent

atmospheric composition and surface fields. It is dis-

tributed at a 0.258 3 0.258 spatial resolution and includes

all the atmospheric and surface parameters of interest except

CO2 and N2O (but are intended to be included at some

point) and the surface emissivities «s. Both total columns and

profiles (at 24 pressure levels) are provided for the trace

gases. The dataset covers currently the period 2003–17 and is

planned to be extended in the future. For the surface emis-

sivities over land, we relied on the 2014 monthly mean

spectral emissivity database provided by Zhou et al. (2011).

Over seas, emissivitieswere taken from theNalli et al. (2008)

emissivity database. For the scene type descriptions, an av-

erage emissivity over the atmospheric window 800–1010;

1065–1200 cm21 was considered, thereby excluding the

1010–1065 cm21 range corresponding to the n3 ozone

band. CO2 and N2O, which are not currently provided

in the CAMS dataset, were not included in the selec-

tion process. The way in which they were taken into

account for the construction of the ADMs is addressed

at the end of this section. Three days per month of

CAMS data from the year 2016 were used. The dataset

was obtained at a 6-h temporal resolution. The selec-

tion stage was performed in two steps: 1) from each

day, 100 000 scenes were randomly selected. Because

the mesh surface of the grid decreases as we move to-

ward the poles, a weighting cosine function was applied

to equally distribute the number of scenes around the

globe. The resulting dataset is composed of 3.6 million

scenes and includes Ts, Ta, and the four selected trace

gases both in total column and profiles. For each of

them, the corresponding surface emissivity was calcu-

lated. 2) From this initial collection of scene types, a

subset including representatives of all the diversity en-

countered was isolated. In practice, all scenes that were

too similar to each other were removed. Similarity was

expressed by setting a threshold (T) for each of the

parameters (p) so that two scenes are considered sim-

ilar when jpi 2 pjj , pT for all p. For the trace gases,

only the variability in the total columns was considered.

The thresholds chosen for each parameter are given in

Table 2. These values were chosen as the result of a

compromise between the accuracy of the ADMs (see

Fig. 4 for the justification) and the number of resulting

scenes.

For the subsampling, the dissimilarity-based subset

selection algorithm that was used is referred to as

sphere–exclusion algorithm (Snarey et al. 1997) and

works as follows:

FIG. 2. Conceptual flowchart of the OLR retrieval algorithm.

TABLE 2. Median values of the initial subset for the different parameters and threshold considered in the dissimilarity-based selection

algorithm.

H2O O3 CO CH4 Ts T0 T5 T10 T15

«sMolecules cm22 (total columns) K

Median 7.12 3 1022 7.34 3 1018 1.45 3 1018 3.72 3 1019 292 292 267 232 205 0.989

Threshold 8.90 3 1021 1.83 3 1018 7.25 3 1017 1.86 3 1019 4 4 4 4 4 0.025
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1) A scene type is randomly selected from the dataset.

2) All scene types in the dataset that have a dissimilarity

with the selected scene type lower than the threshold

(T) are removed.

3) We return to step 1 until all scene types have a

dissimilarity to each other higher than T for all p.

To account for CO2 and N2O variable concentration

in the atmosphere, each scene type in the subset was

considered under three distinct CO2 (380, 400, 420 ppm)

and two N2O (320, 335 ppb) surface concentrations.

These were chosen to cover the range of yearly average

concentrations observed during the IASI period. CO2

surface concentrations were selected by looking at the glob-

ally averaged marine surface annual mean data provided

by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

Earth System Research Laboratory (NOAA/ESRL; https://

www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/ccgg). N2O surface concentrations

were derived from global monthly mean data pro-

vided by the Advanced Global Atmospheric Gases

Experiment (AGAGE; https://agage.mit.edu/data/

agage-data) (Prinn et al. 2018). We ended up with

23 411 3 3 (CO2) 3 2 (N2O) different scene types.

As an illustration, a representation of the subsampling

is shown in Fig. 3 for three of the parameters: O3, CO,

and CH4. As expected, all the variability in the initial

dataset is covered by the subset. Note that this dataset

could also be of interest for other applications in at-

mospheric science (radiative transfer modeling, remote

sensing, construction of ADMs for other hyperspectral

instruments, etc.).

To assess the potential impact on the ADMs resulting

from the choice of the thresholds, we calculated a set of

Rs,n(u) for a standard atmosphere (Table 3) from syn-

thetic spectra simulated with the Atmosphit line-by-line

radiative transfer code (Coheur et al. 2005) (using

HITRAN2012 and MT-CKD 1.03). The simulation was

then repeated but now the parameters were perturbed,

one at a time, by their corresponding threshold value.

CO2 and N2O were also included in the evaluation even

though they were not taken into account for the selec-

tion of the scene types. For them, the variation was set to

20 ppm and 15 ppb, respectively. The effect on theADM

is shown in Fig. 4 for a viewing zenith angle of 08
[DRs,n(08)]. For all parameters, the relative difference is

below 63%. The portions of the spectrum affected de-

pend on the region of absorption of the considered pa-

rameter. O3, for example, affects the Rs,n mostly in its n3
and in the n11 n3 absorption bands centered around 1042

and 2105cm21, respectively. In contrast, H2O impacts the

Rs,n in the region of its n2 absorption band centered

around 1595cm21 but also in the rest of the spectrum

due to the influence of the water vapor continuum. The

observations are similar for the other viewing angles (not

shown here). The magnitude of these differences repre-

sents the worst case scenario. On average, the distance

from an individual observation to the closest scene type is

generally lower than the threshold value, and in addition,

it can be expected that this type of random error averages

out when observations are averaged in time or space.

Indeed, a typical match results in distances another factor

of 2 to 3 lower; that is, the standard deviation between the

observations and the closest scene type in the ADM

lookup table is on average 2 to 3 times lower than the

threshold itself. This factor of 2 to 3 was calculated from

4 days of global observations (15 January, 15 April, 15 July,

and 15 October of 2016). We also calculated the mean

distancewhich turnedout to be a factor 10 to 100 lower than

the thresholds, indicating that individual biases cancel each

other out on average.

b. Construction of a table of spectral ADMs

After the subset selection, an ADM needs to be de-

rived for each of the selected scene types. We con-

structed these from synthetic spectra. For each scene,

the corresponding spectral radianceLn(u) was simulated

with the Atmosphit code for a set of chosen viewing

FIG. 3. Initial set (gray) and selected subset (red) of O3, CO, and

CH4 total columns from CAMS.

TABLE 3. Standard surface and atmospheric conditions.

H2O O3 CO CH4 CO2 N2O Ts T0 T5 T10 T15

«sMolecules cm22 (total columns) Surface ppm K

3.93 3 1022 6.8 3 1018 1.7 3 1018 3.6 3 1019 400 0.320 292 289 259 221 214 0.989
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zenith angles. From these spectra, Fn was approximated

using the Gaussian quadrature method where the inte-

gral is expressed as a weighted sum ofLn(xi) over a finite

number n of zenith angles u (Li 2000; Doniki et al. 2015):

F
n
5 2p

ð1
0

L
n
(x)x dx’ 2p�

n

i51

v
i
L

n
(x

i
) , (5)

with the weightsvi, x5 cos(u) and dx52sin(u)du. Five

angles (n5 5) were found to be sufficient for the value of

Fn integrated over the range 645–2300 cm21 to reach a

good approximation, with a difference of about 8.7 3
1023Wm22 (less than 0.005%) compared to Fn calcu-

lated for n 5 4. The parameters xi and ui and weights vi

are given in Table 4. In addition, Ln(u) was also sys-

tematically calculated for two extra angles correspond-

ing to the nadir position (u 5 08) and the maximum

viewing angle of IASI (u 5 58.48). While this was not

needed for the calculation of Fn, their associated Rs,n(u)

[derived from Eq. (4)] will ensure an accurate interpo-

lation of the ADMs at all IASI angles and avoid ex-

trapolation for low angles (see hereafter). In total,

23 411 3 6 3 7 simulations were performed and used,

with the corresponding estimated Fn, to build a lookup

table (LUT) of ADMs following Eq. (4). Figure 5 shows

an example of Rs,n(u) for one of the selected scene type

for the five angles considered in the simulations that are

included in the range of IASI’s viewing angles. At most

wavenumbers, Rs,n(u) decreases as viewing zenith angle

increases (an effect known as ‘‘limb-darkening’’), except

in the regions corresponding to the n2 and n3 CO2 ab-

sorption bands (known as ‘‘limb-brightening’’) (Huang

et al. 2008).

For the simulations, the vertical profiles were taken

fromCAMS. The use of theCAMSprofiles rather than a

constant profile for each species contributes to improve

the accuracy in OLR restitution since each combination

of parameters describing a scene is likely associated

with a region and period of the year characterized by a

given climatology. Surface spectral emissivities were

taken from the 2014 monthly climatology provided by

Zhou et al. (2011) (for land scenes) and Nalli et al. (2008)

(for sea scenes). For CO2 and N2O, standard modeled

profiles based on latitude and season (Anderson et al.

1986) were used and scaled to match the three CO2 and

two N2O surface concentrations.

The LUT of ADMs was finally interpolated at the

yearly average CO2 and N2O surface concentrations

FIG. 4. (top) Example of an IASI spectrum. (bottom) Impact of atmospheric and surface parameters on Rs,n(08).
Relative difference (%) between Rs,n(08) calculated for a scene type characterized by standard surface and at-

mospheric conditions and for the same scene but varying the atmospheric and surface parameters one by one by the

value of the threshold defined for all parameters.

TABLE 4. Satellite zenith angle, cosine of zenith angle, and asso-

ciated weights for five-angle Gaussian quadrature (Li 2000).

ui xi 5 cos(ui) Weights, vi

16.22 0.9602 0.0968

36.68 0.8020 0.1672

55.80 0.5620 0.1464

72.27 0.3045 0.0739

84.34 0.0985 0.0157
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(provided byNOAA/ESRL andAGAGE, respectively)

between 2008 and 2017 and at the zenith angles of IASI.

For the latter, we determined an average angle for each

of the two pairs of pixels (2 3 2) that compose the 15

FOV of the track of IASI on either side of the nadir

position. Because IASI’s trace is symmetric on both

sides of the nadir, 30 angles is enough to cover all situ-

ations. Considering these, the final dimensions of the

LUT are 23 411 (scenes) 3 6621 (IASI channels, up to

2300 cm21) 3 30 (angles) 3 9 (yearly CO2 and N2O).

3. OLR estimation

The actual estimation of OLR consists of applying

the correct Rs,n(u) to each IASI observed radiance

Ln(u) (L1C radiance spectra) to derive the spectral

OLR (Fn) (bottom box in Fig. 2). The retrieval is

performed in four steps. L1C radiance spectra are

first filtered out to select cloud-free scenes since our

LUT of ADMs do not include cloud scene types. We

rely for this on the cloud information derived from

the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer

(AVHRR) flying on board the MetOp satellites as

well and directly provided in the IASI L1C datasets.

The parameter (product GEUMAvhrr1BCldFrac)

corresponds to the percentage of AVHRR pixels

within the IASI footprint in which a cloud is detected

(Guidard et al. 2011). All observations with a non-

zero cloud fraction are filtered out (this leaves about

14% of all observations). For the remaining L1C ra-

diance spectra, the different parameters describing

the scene types are then gathered. For this, the

closest 0.258 3 0.258 CAMS grid cell is found and

parameters are linearly interpolated to the IASI

overpass time. Surface emissivities selection is identical as for

the scene type selection and the simulations. From the

CAMS parameters, the Rs,n(u) associated with the closest

scene type and interpolated for CO2 and N2O is selected

next. If noneof the scene types are found to be close enough,

under the threshold conditions defined in section 2a, theL1C

radiance spectra is ignored. This removes about 2000 IASI

observations per day (;1% of all cloud-free observations).

The L1C radiance spectra are then converted to spectral

OLR Fn by application of the selectedRs,n(u) [fromEq. (4)]

and averaged on a 28 3 28 grid.
To verify that our algorithm works correctly, we have

derived the spectral OLR for each pixel of IASI for four

days ofmeasurements (15 January, 15April, 15 July, and

15 October of 2016) and we have grouped them by scene

type.We then calculated ameanOLR (Fs,n,IASI) for each

scene type and compared with the corresponding syn-

thetic OLR (Fs,n,LUT) associated with the ADMs (thus

derived from the forward simulations). Figure 6 shows

the mean and the standard deviation of the differences

between Fs,n,IASI and corresponding Fs,n,LUT on all rep-

resented scene types (about 4000 on the four days).

Differences are generally within60.005Wm22 (cm21)21

(maximum 3K in brightness temperature) for all wave-

numbers, except for one IASI stratospheric sensitive

channel corresponding to the Q branch of the n2 CO2

absorption band. This larger difference cannot be ex-

plained only by the consideration of a single average CO2

concentration per year—therefore not taking into ac-

count the local variations and seasonality—and likely

FIG. 5. Example ofRs,n(u) for one of the selected scene type for the five angles considered in the simulations that are

included in the range of IASI’s viewing angles (u 5 08, 16.228, 36.688, 55.808, 58.408).
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reflects a problem with the Atmosphit radiative transfer

code for this strong Q branch. Very close agreement

elsewhere else indicates that, despite remaining uncer-

tainties on the other surface and atmospheric parameters

and that trace gases in the scene types are only charac-

terized by atmospheric total columns while vertical pro-

fileswere considered in the simulations, the algorithm can

estimate the flux with a good precision at the spectral

sampling of 0.25 cm21. This result supports the repre-

sentativeness of the 23411 3 6 different scene types

selected that appear to be enough to characterize with a

good precision all the climatology encountered on Earth.

Note that the observed differences between Fs,n,IASI and

Fs,n,LUT do not indicate an equivalent bias on the IASI-

derived OLR as the impact of these differences on the

ADM is much lower (see Fig. 4).

An example of mean seasonal OLR (Wm22) for the

morning overpasses of the year 2016 is given in Fig. 7. For

the representation, the spectral OLR [Wm22 (cm21)21]

was integrated over the spectral range between 645 and

FIG. 6. Mean (blue line) and standard deviation (shaded area) of the differences between the mean OLR of each

scene type represented in four days of IASI observations (15 Jan, 15 Apr, 15 Jul, and 15 Oct 2016) and the cor-

responding synthetic OLRs from the LUT of ADMs.

FIG. 7. Average seasonal integrated OLR (645–2300 cm21; Wm22) for the year 2016 (morning overpass) derived

from IASI measurements: (top left) DJF, (top right) MAM, (bottom left) JJA, and (bottom right) SON.
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2300 cm21. A clear seasonality is observed above land,

especially in the Northern Hemisphere. To assess the

importance of considering scene type–dependent ADMs

in the calculation of spectral OLR, we calculated the

mean relative difference (%) for the year 2016 between

IASI OLR derived using our LUT of ADMs and using a

constant ADM corresponding to standard surface and

atmospheric conditions (Table 3). The impact was eval-

uated for four different spectral ranges: 1) the full 645–

2300 cm21 band considered in the retrieval, 2) between

645 and 845cm21 mainly affected by CO2 absorption, 3)

between 780 and 800cm21, and 4) for a CO2-sensitive

channel at 791.75 cm21. Results are shown in Fig. 8. The

largest differences are found above land in the Northern

Hemisphere and at the poles. This reflects the increasing

differences between the standard atmosphere and the

actual state of the atmosphere as we move toward the

poles. For the complete 645–2300 cm21 spectral range,

relative differences are lower than 0.5% in the inter-

tropical region. The differences increase to 1%–1.5%

over the region corresponding globally to Russia and

China, and over Canada and reach more than 3% above

Greenland and Antarctica. When analyzing integrated

fluxes on narrower bands, the differences increase. These

reach 2%–3% above China and Russia and more than

5% at the poles for the channel at 791.75 cm21.

4. Comparison with CERES and AIRS
integrated OLR

In this section, we compare the mean integrated IASI

OLR to the OLR produced by the CERES and AIRS

Science Teams. The CERES instruments measure ra-

diances in the shortwave (SW; between 0.3 and 5mm),

total (TOT; between 0.3 and 200mm) and window

(between 8 and 12 mm) infrared regions. Because

CERES does not include a dedicated LW detector, LW

radiances are determined from the TOT and the SW

channels and correspond to the band 50–2000 cm21 (5–

200mm). The CERES Science Team generates several

different OLR datasets. The product considered here

is the latest version of the CERES level-3 Energy

Balanced and Filled (EBAF) Edition 4.0 (Loeb et al.

2018). It is built using combined measurements from

CERES on Terra and Aqua (after 2002) with the latest

edition-4 instrument calibration, cloud properties and

ADMs improvements and consists of monthly mean

clear-sky and all-sky TOA flux maps on a 18 3 18 grid.
The monthly averages are obtained by temporally in-

terpolating observed values at 1-h increments, and then

by averaging all hour boxes in a month (Loeb et al.

2018). For the AIRS Science Team OLR, we used

the latest version (version 6) of the daily mean AIRS

FIG. 8. Annual mean relative difference (%) for the year 2016 between integrated IASI OLR derived using the

LUT of ADMs and derived from a constant ADM corresponding to standard surface and atmospheric conditions:

(OLRLUT 2 OLRstd)/OLRstd. Spectral OLR integrated over the (top left) 645–2300 cm21 spectral range, (top

right) 645–845 cm21, (bottom left) 780–800 cm21, and (bottom right) 791.75 cm21.
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Level-3 product distributed on a 18 3 18 grid (Susskind

et al. 2014). It is computed as a function of atmospheric

and surface conditions retrieved from AIRS measure-

ments (see Table 1). As for CERES, both clear-sky and

all-sky OLR are provided (separately for AM and PM

orbits). Since our retrieval algorithm was developed for

cloud-free scenes, the comparison is done here with clear-

skyLWfluxes fromAIRSandCERES.Note that the intent

here is not to validate the IASI-derived spectrally resolved

OLR through the comparison with CERES and AIRS

broadband OLR, but rather to give an insight of how it

compares with other satellite-derived OLR products.

For the comparison, we first computed the ratio of

CERESEBAFandAIRSOLRL3V6 to IASI integrated

OLR averaged over the year 2016 on a 28 3 28 grid. For
the averaging, morning and evening overpasses (at

around 0930 and 2130 LT) were first computed separately

for IASI and then averaged together. The same proce-

dure was applied to the AIRS OLR to average the as-

cending and descending orbits (at around 0130 and 1330

LT). Figure 9 shows the frequency histograms of the ratio

CERES/IASI and AIRS/IASI OLR for different bands

of latitude. In general, both AIRS and CERES OLR

show about a factor of 1.7–3.0 higher than IASIOLRdue

to the fact that IASI OLR is here integrated from

645 cm21 while AIRS and CERES OLR cover the whole

LW spectral range. This is well within the range of pre-

vious studies investigating the contribution of far infrared

FIG. 9. Histogram of the ratio of the OLR derived from CERES EBAF (Terra 1 Aqua) (blue) and from the

AIRSL3V6 ScienceTeam (average between 0130 and 1330 LToverpass) (red) against theOLRderived from IASI

from the 2016 yearly averaged 28 3 28 grid of integratedOLR (average between 0930 and 2130 LT overpass), shown

(a) for the entire globe, (b) for the intertropical regions (between2408 and 408 latitude), (c) for temperate regions

(between 408 and 608 Northern and Southern Hemisphere), and (d) at latitudes higher than 608.
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(FIR) to the total LW radiance (Harries et al. 2008;

Turner et al. 2015). For tropical regions (between 2408
and 408), the ratios are generally close to the median

value of 1.8, in good agreement with Turner et al. (2015).

The low variability indicates that IASI reproduces very

well the spatial variability in OLR as produced by AIRS

and CERES. Beyond 408 latitude, the contribution of

FIR increases as temperature falls (Turner et al. 2015).

The ratio increases progressively as we move toward the

poles with values between 1.7 and 2.1 for temperate re-

gions (median of about 1.9) and between 1.75 and 3.25 for

polar regions (median of about 2.1). We calculated also

the correlation coefficient (R) between the monthly

means of the pairs IASI–CERES, IASI–AIRS, and

CERES–AIRS OLR from 2012 to 2016 on a 28 3 28 grid
(Fig. 10). Overall, a strong correlation is found between

IASI, CERES, and AIRS with an R higher than 0.9. For

some regions between 2308 and 308 latitude, however, a
lower correlation (R 5 0.4–0.7) is observed between the

three pairs of OLR. Above sea, the correspondence is

generally better between CERES and AIRS OLR than

with IASI OLR. This could be partly explained by a

wrong evaluation of the cloud-free scenes in theAVHRR

cloud product or biases in the CAMS reanalysis dataset

for some of the IASI observations. Because the season-

ality (variability) of the OLR is lower in the tropical re-

gions compared to what exists at higher latitudes, the

impact of such error and biases in these regions is more

important. Another possible explanation could be that

part of the variability in the whole LW integrated OLR is

not available in the IASI derived OLR integrated from

645 cm21. In contrast, at high latitudes around the North

Pole, the correlation between IASI and CERES derived

OLR is better than between AIRS and CERES. This

could reflect a bias in the atmospheric and surface pa-

rameters retrieved from the AIRS measurements and

used to compute the OLR.

5. Comparison with spectrally resolved AIRSOLR

The IASI-derived OLR product is most interesting

when it is considered in its spectrally resolved form. We

provide here a comparison with the spectrally resolved

OLR derived from the AIRS measurements by Huang

et al. and Chen et al. (Huang et al. 2008; X. Huang et al.

2010a; Chen et al. 2013; Huang et al. 2014; Chen and

Huang 2016). The product is distributed on the form of

monthly-mean averages at a spatial resolution of 2.58
longitude by 28 latitude and with a spectral interval of

10 cm21 in the range 10–2000 cm21. Both clear-sky and

all-sky OLR are provided for the period 2002–15. As for

the comparison with integrated AIRS and CERES

OLR, only the clear-sky OLR is considered here.

To ease the comparison with AIRS spectral OLR, the

28 3 28 daily IASI OLR grids were first averaged by

months and integrated at a spectral resolution of 10cm21.

Monthly mean IASI and AIRS spectral OLR were then

averaged by latitude band, separately for land and ocean

and for day and night observations. The analysis is de-

tailed here for the tropical region (between2308 and 308
of latitude) for June 2015 but is also valid for the other

periods and regions. Results are shown in Fig. 11. A first

interesting feature to notice is the additional information

brought by a higher spectral resolution of 0.25cm21 (blue

line), which makes the spectral signature of a series of at-

mospheric trace gases appear and allows to evaluate their

impact individually on the OLR. The comparison between

AIRS and IASI OLR integrated at a spectral resolution of

10cm21 shows a very good correspondence outside the at-

mospheric window, with differences (Fig. 11, right panels) of

about 0.01–0.02Wm22 (10cm21)21 onaverage in the region

of absorption of H2O (after 1250cm21) and of about 0.02–

0.05Wm22 (10cm21)21 in the CO2 and O3 absorption

bands (below 750cm21 and between 970 and 1070cm21,

FIG. 10. Correlation coefficient (R) of (top) the monthly mean

IASI (average between 0930 and 2130 LT overpass) vs CERES

EBAF (Terra 1 Aqua) OLR, (middle) IASI vs AIRS L3V6

Science TeamOLR (average between 0130 and 1330 LT overpass),

and (bottom) CERES vs AIRS OLR in 28 3 28 cells from 2012

to 2016.
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respectively). This gives a good confidence in the ability of

our retrieval algorithm to produce accurate spectrally re-

solved IASI derived OLR. In the atmospheric window, the

differences are larger with AIRS OLR being systematically

higher than IASI. This was expected for daytime observa-

tions because of the higher surface temperature at the

overpass time of AIRS (1330 LT) compared to IASI

(0930 LT), in particular for land measurements which

is characterized by a stronger diurnal cycle of the sur-

face temperature than oceans (Smith and Rutan 2003;

Comer et al. 2007; Gristey et al. 2018). For seas how-

ever, these differences seem too high to be explained

by the diurnal cycle only (limited to ;0.4K in the

tropics; Yang et al. 2015). Moreover, for nighttime

observations, while the differences between IASI and

AIRS are lower, AIRS OLR remains systematically

higher than IASI despite a slightly lower surface tem-

perature at the overpass time of AIRS (0130 vs 2130 LT

for IASI) (Yang et al. 2015). At this point, the origin of

these differences is unclear. One possible explanation

could be that the AVHRR cloud flag might not be as

conservative as the cloud flag used for AIRS, leaving

some observations with a small amount of cloud.

However, this is unlikely to be the main reason.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a new algorithm for

the retrieval of spectrally resolved OLR from IASI

satellite measurements for clear-sky observations. IASI

is particularly well suited for the analysis of spectrally

resolved OLR since it combines a good spatial coverage

FIG. 11. (left) Monthly mean IASI (red) and AIRS (yellow) OLR for June 2015 for the tropical regions at a

spectral resolution of 10 cm21, separately for (from top to bottom) daytime land, daytime sea, nighttime land, and

nighttime sea observations. The corresponding IASI derived OLR at the spectral resolution of 0.25 cm21 is shown

in blue. For the representation, integrated IASI and AIRS OLR at 10 cm21 were divided by 10 to match with IASI

OLR at 0.25 cm21. (right) Difference between IASI and AIRS derived OLR.
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to excellent instrumental performances, including a

large and continuous coverage of the thermal infrared

spectral range and a good calibration. The method is

based on the use of a lookup table (LUT) of ADMs for

the conversion of the spectral radiance to OLR. For the

construction of the ADMs, a subset of representative

scene types for the main surface and atmospheric pa-

rameters affecting the OLR is first selected from a large

dataset of CAMS reanalysis. For each of them, an ADM

was calculated by simulating the corresponding synthetic

radiance spectrum under different viewing zenith angles.

The actual retrieval of OLR from IASI observations is

obtained by applying the ADM corresponding to the

closest scene type to the measured radiance. The method

is fast as the conversion relies on a precomputed LUT of

ADMs. It is also accurate as most of the dependencies on

the parameters affecting theOLRare taken into account.

Different illustrations of our retrieval algorithm are

provided. These include an assessment of the impor-

tance of considering scene dependent ADMs compared

to a single constant ADM. Results show significant dif-

ferences on a yearly average, especially when consid-

ering OLR integrated on limited spectral bands with

differences up to 5%. The comparison of the IASI OLR

integrated over the full 645–2300 cm21 spectral range

with the OLR produced by the CERES and AIRS

Science Teams showed a good correspondence, with a

correlation coefficient of the monthly means generally

higher than 0.9. For some regions in tropical latitudes,

however, a lower correlation (R 5 0.4–0.7) was ob-

served, possibly due to an inaccurate evaluation of the

cloud-free scenes in the AVHRR cloud product or

biases in the CAMS reanalysis dataset. Finally, the

comparison of the IASI OLR with the spectral OLR

derived from the AIRS observations (Huang et al. 2008;

X. Huang et al. 2010; Chen et al. 2013; Huang et al. 2014;

Chen and Huang 2016) showed an excellent agreement

above 1200 cm21, giving confidence in our algorithm to

deliver spectrally resolved OLR with a good accuracy.

In the atmospheric window region, the AIRS derived

OLR appeared to be systematically higher, likely due to

the differences in the overpass time of IASI and AIRS

or to the different cloud filter used.

Since the first dissemination of L1C data in 2007 by

EUMETSAT, a series of updates have been released

affecting the consistency of the time record. In spring

2018, EUMETSAT released a complete reprocessed

dataset of radiances (from the start of the IASI mission)

with the latest version of the L1C, which allows us to

produce consistent time series of Fn over more than 10

years of IASI observations. Moreover, with the recent

launch of IASI on MetOp-C (November 2018) and the

future launch of IASI-NG (New Generation) on board

the three MetOp-SG-A platforms (Crevoisier et al.

2014) planned for 2022, at least another 25 years of

measurements is ensured. This dataset of spectrally re-

solved OLR can already be used for the analysis of

trends in the spectral ranges of major climate gases (e.g.,

CO2, CH4) and of weaker absorbers (such as CFCs).

Another major use case includes the identification of

biases and errors in climate models that might not sys-

tematically appear in integrated fluxes derived from

broadband observations.
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